WindowWorks transforms vacant and inactive storefronts along Main Street through bold, vibrant designs. In partnership with UP Art Studio, the program features the work of 18 Texas-based visual artists including photographers, graphic designers and muralists.

1. 917 Franklin
   You’ll Never Be Rich
   Peso Zapata

2. 215 Main
   It’s Okay to Feel
   Moni Yael Garwil

3. 300 Main (Congress side)
   Saint Marvin
   Josh Ryan

4. 300 Main (Main side)
   Audrey/Chaplin
   Yoshio Romero

5. 402 Main
   Dynamic Disruption
   Ibarracolor

6. 405 Main
   Living the Dream
   Elizabeth Carrington

7. 510 Main
   Light in the Dark
   Starving Hues

8. 609 Main
   The City of Future Past
   Beast Syndicate

9. 712 Main Street
   Subject #1 & Subject #11
   Karen Navarro

10. 803 Fannin, Suite 100
    Pitirre y Guaraguao (Kingbird & Redtail Hawk)
    Erico Estrella

11. 803 Fannin, Suite 125
    Somos Libres
    Ulys Gold

12. 930 Main
    It’s Just Paper
    Angela Fabbri

13. 811 Dallas
    All is Right in the Jungle
    Usagi Wasabi

14. 1100 Main
    Wild Flowers
    Ruben Ramires

15. 1111 Main (Main side)
    Hieronymus Box
    Laurence Unger

16. 1111 Main (Dallas side)
    Brilliant Tapestry
    Steffany Brady

17. 1313 Main
    Feels Like Summer
    Dee Jon

18. 1801 Main
    Reach for the Stars
    Samara Barks/Mixed Hues
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